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.Gay Times has been a vital resource 

for the LGBTQ community from its 
genesis in 1974. 

We are a media brand with 
international reach and integrated 
ways of communicating with a global 
queer audience. 

Whether spreading crucial awareness 
on societal changes, our global 
LGBTQ siblings’ ongoing fight for 
liberation, to the latest in celebrity, 
TV, film and music: Gay Times is 
the respected voice to the truly 
multifaceted nature of the 
queer community.

Hayley Kiyoko for Gay Times
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Laith Ashley for Gay Times

Gender balance scale (M - F)

54% / 46%

18-24 years old

33%

£37k
Household income

69%
ABC1 Social Grade

A global, multicultural, forward-
thinking and highly engaged 
community encompassing tens of 
millions of consumers per month. 

verified by:

34%
25-34 years old
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Generation
Gay Times.

Music
campaign.

Pride
50.

Drag
campaign.

Issue 
500.

Creators
campaign.

An exploration into what it means to be part of 
a generation where over 57% of young people 
don’t identify as straight. 

Over 3 months, we will be creating conversations 
around queer identity, the changing spirit of 
the global LGBTQ community, and the future of 
our growing generation.

A deep dive into the LGBTQ community’s 
relationship with music. How it has shifted 
perception. How it makes queer people 
feel noticed. How it helps create a sense of 
community.

As we approach the 50th anniversary of the 
Stonewall Riots in New York City in 1969, which 
led to the formation of the Gay Liberation 
Movement, Gay Times examine how far we 
have come as a community over the next five 
decades.

As drag queens become the new rock stars, 
packing out arenas across the globe and 
adored by legions of fans, we’ll celebrate those 
who have made a significant contribution to 
the art form.

Gay Times will celebrate its 500th issue 
with five iconic covers celebrating Europe’s 
longest-running LGBTQ publication. We’ll 
be showcasing why Gay Times is one of the 
world’s most exciting, engaging and vital media 
brands, while also dipping into our vaults to 
rediscover key highlights from our history.

As part of a three month campaign, we’ll tell 
the stories of people within our community who 
are not only creators of their own destiny, but 
by doing so have impacted the world around 
them. They have created culture. They have 
created community. But most importantly, they 
have created change.

JANUARY / FEBRUARY / MARCH APRIL / MAY

JUNE / JULY AUGUST

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER / NOVEMBER / DECEMBER



Gay Times Magazine

GAY TIMES | YouTube
GAY TIMES | IGTV
GAY TIMES | FB Watch
GAY TIMES | FB Live

gaytimes.co.uk
GAY TIMES | Apple News

Amplified by Gay Times

@gaytimesmag Instagram

GAY TIMES | Honours
Live Events
Commercial Events
Community Events

GAY TIMES | Studios
GAY TIMES | TalentHouse

@gaytimes Facebook
@gaytimesmag Twitter

GAY TIMES | Store
GAY TIMES | Merch.

GAY TIMES | Partnerships
GAY TIMES | PR

Print.

Video.

Social content.

Experiential.

Product.

Digital.

Newsletter.

Content production.

Social promotion.

External.
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Nyle DiMarco for Gay Times
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Countries distributed + subscribed
80+

Readership
138K 

Circulation
51K 

Rain Valdez for Gay Times

From its origin 45 years ago, Gay Times Magazine 
has been a vital source of information. In 2019, 
we’re approaching our 500th issue of continuous 
publication, a feat reached by only a small 
percentage of titles around the world.

Although only one of our content channels, the 
flagship and respect of being featured in our 
publication has only increased in recent years.

World renowned stars we’ve featured include: 
Laverne Cox, Antoni Prowoski, Grace Jones, 
Princess Diana of Wales, Sir Ian McKellen, David 
Bowie, Chloe Grace Moretz, Ezra Miller, Jeremy 
Scott, Hayley Kiyoko, Gus Kenworthy, Karamo 
Brown, Lady Phyll and Freddie Mercury.

Our world:
a closer look

Loyal, engaged and highly adoptive global audience.
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1m+
Influencer/Celeb 
Experiential

2.1m+

Gay Times 
socials

7m+

Fashion Houses 
(PR Impact)

15m+
Cover Star 
endorsement

Magazine Cover 
Significant ‘money-

can’t-buy’ PR value to 
be immortalised in print. 
Opportunity to connect 
with new and exsisting 
fans around the world.

Global Press
Magazine articles can be digitalised in full with 
bespoke layouts to encourage sharing and social 
engagement. Links to cover star promotions can be 
included.

Our in-house PR team ensure that our cover stars 
are regularly featured in 
mainstream press outlets.

Fashion Houses 
(PR Impact) 
Gay Times covers aren’t 
just re-posted by fans. We 
frequently reach 
millions more LGBTQ 
allies through fashion and 
style brands.

Influencer + Celeb 
Experiential

Advance Screenings,
 Initmate Gigs, Launch 

Parties, Exhibition Openings. 
We execute compelling and 

timely cover activities.

Gay Times Socials
The largest social 
following of any LGBTQ 
publication.
230K Instagram with high 
engagement (regularly 
c.10%)
1.5M Facebook.

Our world:
a closer look
The historic, and highly coveted Gay Times 
Magazine cover has become an anticipated 
monthly social event. In the last 12 months 
Gay Times has transformed the traditional 
cover to a 360 degree, multi-channelled 
pop culture opportunity.
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impressions per week
2m

unique accounts reached per week
430k

followers
260k+

Gus Kenworthy for Gay Times

Gay Times’ Instagram has 
experienced double digit growth in 
recent months. Our engagement is 
industry leading and our social team 
create bespoke content daily for our 
channel and brand partners.

Our world:
a closer look
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monthly page views
3.5m

unique page views
2.5m

average page view time
3 mins

Bella Thorne for Gay TimesOur world:
a closer look

CTR (DMPU)
2.5%
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Patrick Starrr for Gay Times
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BRIEF
Celebrate the launch of Moschino X Ciroc with an 
integrated solution featuring Creative Director, 
Jeremy Scott as cover star, extended editorial from 
Moschino and integrated advertising from Diageo.

RESULT
Bespoke cover, viral social content, 85M+ impressions, 
12 pieces of strategically targeted PR coverage, 10M+ 
engagement, branded CIROC event.
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BRIEF
Cut through London’s record-breaking annual 

Pride festivities to attract new LGBTQ customers 
to Marriott International brands, specifically 

W Hotel, Leicester Square.

RESULT
 Integrated Pride in London activation complete 
with international influencer trip, bespoke float, 
partnership and party with Glitterbox and panel 

discussion ahead of the main event. 

Over 3,000 guests engaged with experiential 
event with an additional 15 pieces of 

strategically targetted coverage for W Hotels, 
not to mention the winner of “Best New Group” 

at Pride in London.
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Amplify Sonos’ Listen Better strategy with a 
campaign centered around social impact.

RESULT
Integrated campaign exploring LGBTQ 
music censorship in the UK and overseas in 
partnership with Index on Censorship. 

Panel discussion featuring headline talent, live 
streamed to over 100K viewers and bespoke 
editorial shoots and features in Gay Times 
Magazine.

Expression Uncensored
with SONOS
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Implement a multi-channel campaign 
across digital and social.

RESULT
A six month campaign with Mr 
Porter; scheduling digital and online 
activations to increase the presence 
and purchase activity for an array 
of seasonal beauty products. Also 
including seasonal in house photo 
shoots.

social post engagment 
1.5k

3k+ 28%
impressions with above

average CTR (3.5%)
open rate with 4% CTR 

2.5k
page views 

Mr Porter 



Unlike many LGBTQ media organisations, 
we control and produce our branded events, 
visual materials and assets in-house.

This means we deliver all of our own branded 
content and experiences from a trusted team 
of in-house designers, project managers and 
content producers. 

More and more, the Gay Times team are called 
into brand conversations around the queer 
narrative, visual identity and marketing as the 
authority in LGBTQ media.

We understand the nuances of LGBTQ to 
deliver effective and compelling brand 
campaigns with credibility and authenticity.

Expertise built in.
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World Suicide Prevention Day
with Olly Alexander

BRIEF
Raise awareness of World Suicide Prevention 
Day, with key A-list talent and challenging OOH 
applications to a strict deadline.

RESULT
High media value billboard campaign over 7 days 
across the UK. Companion digital commercial 
hosted on Gay Times’ channels, with both 
national and international PR and celebrity 
attention. O
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OOH Digital Billboard

YouTube Viral Video
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As part of Gay Times’ commitment to amplifying 
the voices and talents of queer people around the 
world, we’re proud to have exclusively partnered with 
Talenthouse; the organisation that democratises the 
creative industry.

Talenthouse, in collaboration with Gay Times, have 
launched a new initaitve providing a platform for LGBTQ 
and ally creatives to respond to briefs from brands, 
agencies and talent. 

This opportunity enables any Gay Times Brand 
Partner to tap into the rich and diverse talents of queer 
people around the world, with the aim of ensuring 
authentic production, storytelling and representation to 
the LGBTQ community. 

We also publish, amplify and celebrate a diverse 
selection of creative work delivered by Talenthouse 
creatives as part of our partnership. 

Talenthouse Collective.

1m+
LGBTQ and ally creatives in 
the network

1000+
Successful briefs delivered 
by the Talenthouse creative 
network

510m
Montly platform views

73%
Millenial user base
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61%
more likely to agree: ‘’I am 
passionate about travelling’’

Over 2x
more likely to agree: ‘’I learn 
the basics of a language 
before visiting a country

£1,193 above average
spend on holdays from Gay Times’ audience

Travel.

1.8k2.5mins

500k impressions
monthly web page viewsaverage time spent on web page

average impressions for travel category per month
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Gay Times Honours is a key event in the 
LGBTQ cultural calendar. Committed to 
celebrating and recognising grass roots 
organisations and champions who make a 
tremendous impact on LGBTQ+ inclusion 
and equality.

The prestigious event is housed in 
an globally acclaimed gallery, and 
each Honouree is immortalised in a 
unique portrait by an LGBTQ artist, 
with international celebrity talent and 
trailblazers in attendence on the night.

Gay Times Honours is supported by 
internationally renowned organisations.

Strategic partners have included: 

Gay Times Honours.
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Lizzo for Gay Times



Print.
File types accepted are PDF / JPEG / PSD
Image files must be CMYK
Resolution 300DPI minimum

FULL PAGE
Trim 210mm x 285mm
Size of printed and trimmed magazine

Bleed 216mm x 291mm
Size your advert should be - Includes 3mm 
bleed on all edges

Type 183mm x 255mm
Keep text and important images within these 
dimensions

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD
Trim 420mm x 285mm
Size of printed and trimmed magazine

Bleed 426mm x 291mm
Size your advert should be - includes 3mm 
bleed on all edges

Type 396mm x 255mm
Keep text and important images within these 
dimensions

Digital.
ARTICLE
File type for header image JPEG
Header image size 784x489 pixels
Title 25-60 Characters
Subtitle 45-90 Characters
Word count advised at 150-400

Please provide links to website landing 
pages and social media handles.

COMPETITION
Details above apply
Additional terms and conditions

ONLINE ADVERTISING
Must be 72 DPI, RGB Colour, JPEG or GIF

Leaderboard 728 x 90 pixels

Billboard 970 x 250 pixels

MPU 300 x 250 pixels

Skins 1600 x 1000 pixels

JPEG maximum file size 150KB.
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Antoni Porowski for Gay Times
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Paris Hilton for Gay Times

Partnerships:
partnerships@gaytimes.co.uk

Advertising:
advertising@gaytimes.co.uk

Style + Fashion:
fashion@gaytimes.co.uk


